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Executive summary
This deliverable is a protocol for the integration of OPERAS services into the EOSC
Marketplace in order to make them available to the european researchers. By finding
OPERAS services via the EOSC Marketplace, it allows OPERAS to reach a broader user
base that extends beyond the existing research community.

I.

OPERAS Research Infrastructure Services

OPERAS Research Infrastructure already proposes services, those services are available
online for anyone to use. Some restrictions apply depending on the service and users’
needs, but the services are available to researchers as well as to other types of
stakeholders. During the OPERAS-P project, the different partners of the task managed to
publish a first OPERAS service on the Marketplace, the “OPERAS Certification (DOAB)”.

II.

EOSC Marketplace

The EOSC Marketplace, https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/, is developed by the
EOSC-hub project1, where researchers can discover, order and access services and
resources that conform to community best-practices and standards. Through the EOSC
Marketplace, researchers can also obtain assistance from international technical teams on
the most suitable solutions to address their digital needs.
This summaries both the community’s reaching goals and the standards applied to the
EOSC Marketplace and the services it proposes.
The overall management system of the EOSC Marketplace for Service Provides has been
established thanks to the EOSC-Hub project, as well as eInfraCentral2. The EOSC-Hub
team describes also the inclusion process and the overall operation framework of the
EOSC in their newly released publication3.
In order to have quality services available on the Marketplace, it needs to be sufficiently
advanced for providing good services to the community, therefore there are some minimal
requirements to be eligible to participate in the EOSC Marketplace. Those will be
described in the following chapters, but it is worth mentioning already at this point that only
services that are at least TRL7 (Technical Readiness Level 7)4 can become eligible,
meaning that the service must at least be usable by its users in a beta version.

EOSC-hub, https://www.eosc-hub.eu/, Horizon 2020 project (2018-2020), brings together multiple service providers to
create the Hub: a single contact point for European researchers and innovators to discover, access, use and reuse a
broad spectrum of resources for advanced data-driven research.
2
https://www.einfracentral.eu/
3
Sipos, Gergely. (2020, May 14). EOSC-hub Integration handbook for service providers (Version 14/May/2020). Zenodo.
http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3826907
4
See Annex EOSC-Hub SDTv1.3.0, on the “TRL Definitions” page.
1
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III. Protocol as a step by step checklist
Those are the steps to do in order to be able to provide an OPERAS service into the
EOSC Marketplace. Of course, one of those steps is interaction with the EOSC
Onboarding team in which they will decide if yes or no the service is mature enough and
qualifies for the Marketplace.

A. Service descriptions
Even before starting with providing the information to EOSC, there needs to be some
ground work done first. This is very likely already done for most of the information
displayed below, but some might be missing, and this is the right time to think about them.

1.

Name of the service

The service obviously needs a name, this name should reflect that it is an OPERAS
service. For example, our Certification Service is called “OPERAS Certification (DOAB)”.

2.

Description of the service

A comprehensive description of the service is also necessary, it will be what users will be
able to read on the EOSC Marketplace, so describe what the service does and for whom it
is mostly aimed at.

3.

Service Provider

As easy as it may sound, this can happen to be non trivial as only 1 entity can appear in
the EOSC Marketplace. Some of OPERAS services are and will be hosted and operated
by multiple partners, and this information is indeed important for all parties involved in the
services. In order to circumvent this, EOSC introduced the possibility to have federated
operators, but always with a main operator. OPERAS is willing to go further and arrange,
thanks to “collaboration agreements”, a cooperation between all partners as one and
display as such as the Service Provider.

4.

Status of the service

As previously noted, the service should be at a beta version minimum. If you are in a
prototype version for now, note that it can still fit the TRL 7 if done in an operational
environment, so can be included in the EOSC Marketplace. The beta version minimum
goal, is also described by EOSC as the TRL7 and is described more in detail in the
EOSC-Hub SDTv1.3.05. An extra definition would be to say that the service has already
been used by early adopters scientists6.
5

See Annex EOSC-Hub SDTv1.3.0, on the “TRL Definitions” page.
Sipos, Gergely. (2020, May 14). EOSC-hub Integration handbook for service providers (Version 14/May/2020). Zenodo.
http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3826907
6
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5.

Privacy Policy page for the service

EOSC enforces the use of a privacy policy page for all services in its Marketplace. If you
haven’t thought of one, it is time to create one and publish it online as this is public
information for the use of your service. Please refer to the policy privacy subchapter for
some guidance on how to get started.

6.

User manual(s)

This information is also a mandatory step to think about for any service that is running for
OPERAS. A user manual is needed, and there should be also an administration manual if
the service offers an admin panel. This manual should describe what can be done and
how within the service or thanks to the service.

B. Apply to become a provider
The actual step with the EOSC Team is to go to the EOSC portal, and apply to become a
provider7. Click 'Apply Now' button, it takes you to the online application form8. The EOSC
Onboarding team will check mainly the motivation and relevance of the proposed service.
Some are very easily discarded at this step if they absolutely do not fit the European
research community. If this initial check is fine, they will invite you to fill the service
description using the template that they will provide.

C. Using the EOSC-Hub Service Description Template (SDT)
The EOSC Onboarding Team proposes the service providers a document template
(currently a Google Spreadsheet) in order to fill out all the information they are looking for.
This template is known as the Service Description Template (SDT). Some of those
information are mandatory (and some are already briefly described in the previous
chapter), and others are optional. Of course, as always, the more complete it is, the more
useful it will be for the future users.
This template, seen in the Annex, is divided in different categories that we will go through
in this chapter.
In each category, some information is asked. Since instructions are provided and are
straightforward to follow, this document will not go through all the items but only the ones
that might need extra information for either OPERAS services, or because the official
explanation might not be sufficient and the feedback we already received from EOSC
could be useful for you.
Also note that the information is not always aimed at being public on the EOSC
Marketplace, some of the information is indeed for internal use by the EOSC Team to
manage the services - a good example is the contact person(s), you can safely add a
7
8

https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/becomeAProvider
https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/newServiceProvider
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personal email address if you want since this information will not become public on the
website; However, in the case of a Helpdesk email address, then the information is public,
so read carefully when it comes to this.
At the time of writing9, the SDT version in use is 1.3.0.

1.

Service provider
a.

Service Provider Name

As previously stated, this is aimed to be the Service Provider’s name if there is only one
service provider. However, if this is a federation of service providers, OPERAS can provide
the legal agreements to overcome this issue in the form of a “collaboration agreement”.
This is a simple agreement which will include a name for all parties involved. At the date of
writing, EOSC is thinking about enforcing the Service Providers to be legal entities, this is
not the case yet, but might be in the future.
❏ Name of the single provider OR Name of the collaboration agreement
❏ If multiple providers, collaboration agreement signed by OPERAS and the different
parties

b.

Service Provider Affiliation

An important mention here, “OPERAS Research Infrastructure” obviously needs to be
listed. However, other affiliations may also be added in this field, such as the umbrella
organisation(s) of your own organisation (e.g. “CNRS, Aix-Marseille Université, EHESS,
Université d’Avignon” for OpenEdition).
❏ Addition of “OPERAS Research Infrastructure” as affiliation

2.

Service description
a.

Service name

As stated earlier, OPERAS services should adopt an official name showing its relation with
OPERAS. The example of the first OPERAS service within the EOSC Marketplace
adopted the official “OPERAS Certification (DOAB)” name. A tip from the EOSC team is to
keep the name short, so probably something excessive would be “The OPERAS
Certification Service for Peer-Reviews of Open Access Monographs”. Of course, as
OPERAS services, the name will be chosen accordingly with all parties.
❏ Short enough name
❏ Relation to OPERAS is clear

b.

Service description

The description of the service, as simply as possible, but including information for users to
understand what they will get by using this service. The description should be well
informed and contain enough information but not too much. It is a summary of the service,
9

May 2020
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but a more complete description of the service is done in the documentation of the service
itself, not in the EOSC template.
❏ Clear and descriptive information about the service
❏ Shortly point to OPERAS Research Infrastructure

c.

Service URL and Service endpoint

Those 2 fields should contain URLs, however, not the same URLs. The first one would be
where to find the service and its description. The second one would be the URL for the
endpoint of a service, for example an API endpoint if the service requires the use of an
API.
❏ Service URL is mandatory, must point to the homepage of the service

d.

Geographical availability

It is very likely that the OPERAS service is available to the whole European research
community, therefore, instead of choosing a country (or set of countries), please simply
enter “Europe”. If the service is restricted, then a list of 2 letter country code (the full ISO
3166-1 alpha-2 code is available in an extra tab of the SDT) can be used.
❏ Choose “Europe” or restrict to list of countries (e.g. “NL,FR,DE”)

e.

Service logo

A Logo is often what users see first with the name of the service itself, therefore, it is
needed here to propose a good quality image of the Logo. This Logo will be resized by the
EOSC Team so it can be as big as needed and can also be provided via links to Dropbox
or other file hosting services if this image is not yet publicly available.
❏ Logo of good quality provided via a publicly available link

f.

Target user categories

You can specify for whom your service is relevant, this information is fairly understandable
by all users, so please select one of the possible answers provided. You can select
multiple answers (“Researchers”, “Research Community”, “Business”, “Research project”,
or “Providers”), and as a research infrastructure, chances are users are researchers, but
maybe not only.
❏ Provide your target users

g.

Service category

Your service needs to be categorized for the EOSC Marketplace, they offer 8 different
categories that are accessible on the Marketplace website. Those categories are self
explanatory (“Sharing & Discovery”, “Processing & Analysis”, “Compute”, “Storage”, “Data
Management”, “Networking”, “Training and Support”, and “Security and Operations”) and
you can choose multiple categories if your service can apply to them.
❏ Select at least one relevant category
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h.

Research fields

The provided list has been created by EGI from various sources (at least Frascati Field of
Science and Technology (FOS) and Wikipedia List of Academic Disciplines) and you
should look for the scientific fields available under “5. Social Sciences” and “6.
Humanities”. The exhaustive list is available directly in the SDT under the tab “Research
Disciplines”.
❏ Find suitable scientific fields, or select all SSH fields

i.

Service TRL

As stated in the previous chapter, you already know the status of your service, therefore
you know if it is in beta or production. It therefore qualifies you as either TRL7 or TRL8.
The minimum is TRL7 to have your service listed (TRL8 for orderable services).
Discussion with the OPERAS Coordination Team is welcome to analyse the service
status.
A good documentation created by EOSC-Hub to specify your service’s TRL is available on
their wiki: https://wiki.eosc-hub.eu/display/EOSC/Service+Maturity+Classification
❏ Select your TRL level

3.

Service management
a.

Service Level Agreement or Service Level Specification

Even though it is still optional, the EOSC Team is thinking about having this information
public and mandatory by the end of 2020. Therefore, it is preferable that an SLA is already
in action for OPERAS service. SLAs are being drafted by the OPERAS Coordination Team
and will be discussed within the Special Interest Group (SIG) “Platforms and Services”. A
SLS is pretty much a SLA that will not be signed, but the content is the same, penalty free
and short enough.
❏ Your SLA is publicly available online
❏ Link to your SLA in your application

b.

Service owner

The service owner will receive general information about the service within the EOSC
Marketplace. This person is responsible for the service at a management level. Please
enter the person’s name and the email address for contact. It could also be a group
instead of a single person, this can happen for shared responsibilities within a service. For
this, try to use an email address that works as an alias that dispatches the emails to the
different members.
❏ Identify the service owner(s)
❏ If necessary, create specific email address for a potential group

c.

Service support

Same as above, but applies to the support and operational activities of the service. The
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person(s) behind this can answer most questions about the use of the service or potential
resolution of issues.
❏ Identify the service support person(s)
❏ If necessary, create specific email address for a potential group

d.

Service security

Same as above, but applies to the security aspects of the service. On a small scale
service, it is understandable that support and security are operated by the same person(s).
❏ Identify the service support person(s)
❏ If necessary, create specific email address for a potential group

e.

Helpdesk URL / Helpdesk email address

There are 2 fields for the Helpdesk information, but only one needs to be filled out. Either
you use a ticketing system, and you can enter its URL in the first field, or you don’t and
you need to provide an email address for user support. This email address needs to be
anonymised (e.g. service-support@operas-eu.org).
❏ If available, provide your ticketing system URL
❏ If not, provide a generic email address (create it if necessary)

f.

Service user manual

Already discussed earlier, a service needs documentation, and a part of this
documentation is the user manual. This user manual is public and available to all to use.
This manual should describe in detail how to use the service.
❏ The user manual is publicly available online

g.
Service terms of use / Acceptable use policy / Terms and
Conditions
In its template, EOSC-Hub proposes to use the WISE Baseline Acceptable Use Policy for
the AARC project. If you don’t have one already, then use this one. Those are very basic
but can be enough for services, however they let you add new items in the AUP if you feel
something is missing related to your service. OPERAS Coordination team can also be of
help for this subject.
❏ If you have your own Terms of use or AUP, use it
❏ Else, create one from the WISE Baseline AUP proposed by EOSC-Hub

h.

Privacy policy

Another mandatory publicly available document is the Privacy Policy of the service. There
are plenty of examples and OPERAS (as well as ERICs such as DARIAH or CLARIN) can
provide some already existing ones that need adaptation for each OPERAS service.
❏ If you have a Privacy Policy, use it
❏ Privacy Policy needs to be publicly available online
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4.

Access and Order
a.

Open / Wide Access Service

A simple yes/no selection. Basically, if you can answer the following question “Is your
entire service free and open?”, then you can select “yes”. However for any other
restrictions (“only usable by a certain group of users”, “includes a paid access
(independant from the fact that a free access is available)”), you have to select “no”.
Selecting “no” will trigger additional fields to be field in the template, they will be discussed
just below.
❏ Make sure your service is 100% free and open, if not select “no”

b.

Service access policy description

If there are restrictions (answered “no” in the previous question), a human-readable
description needs to be provided here. It should describe who can use the service and
explain why not all users can use the service. The users should understand if they can’t
use the service and for which reason(s). If there are no restrictions, please state that it is
open to all.
❏ Add a human-readable description of who can access the service, and who can not

c.

Access policies in use

There are currently 4 access policies “Excellence-driven”, “Policy driven”, “Wide access”
and “Market-driven”. It describes how researchers will be able to use your service if it is
not free and open for all. Excellence driven will select only proven research to be accepted
in the service. Policy driven will select only users that fit in a policy decided by the service,
for example a type of user or a user from a specific country only (this is the case for
example for the Certification service which is only intended to be used by publishers but
viewable by anyone). Wide access is the most open policy provided, which can be used by
anyone (with at most a registration/login step) and needs to be chosen when you
answered yes to the previous question (Open / Wide Access Service). And Market driven
is when a fee needs to be paid to become a user of the service.
❏ Select only one policy access for your service, preferably the most restrictive if
more apply

d.

Service ordering

This question, even if very important in general, is as of today unrelated to OPERAS
services. Most (if not all) of today’s orderable service in the EOSC Marketplace are directly
linked to EOSC or some of its direct projects such as EOSC-Hub.
❏ Answer “no” unless sure about the use of orderable services on the EOSC
Marketplace
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5.

Attribution
a.

Attribution

This part of the template proposes service providers to acknowledge their service funders.
❏ Answer “yes” if the service was funded by a funding program

b.

Funding body

If your service was funded by a program, add here its name and the grant number it
received, for example the European Commission via some of its funding programs (e.g.
H2020).
❏ Retrieve all funder bodies you used over the course of your service development

D. Submission of SDT
When you have ticked all the checkboxes of the previous chapter, you are very likely ready
to submit your service to the EOSC-Hub Onboarding team. You will be asked to provide
the filled SDT to the following email address: join@mailman.eosc-hub.eu. Once they
validate that the document is correctly filled, they will pass it along to the next step of the
validation. This next step is validation of the content itself.

E. Interaction with EOSC Onboarding team
The content validation will very likely happen when the EOSC-Hub Onboarding team starts
checking the SDT of your service. When the document has been validated and all pending
questions have been correctly answered, a final validation step is done by the whole team
on one of their weekly meetings.

F. Final edition and proofreading
After the final validation of the EOSC-Hub Onboarding team, the data will be transposed
from the SDT to the live EOSC Marketplace. The service owner will be contacted to create
an account, then the access to Marketplace backend will be provided to the service
owner(s) and a round of final checks by service owner(s) will be conducted. Once done, a
confirmation needs to be provided to the Onboarding team.

G. Service available online to european researchers
And as a final step, the Onboarding team publishes the service online and it becomes
available to the whole community on the EOSC Marketplace.
Since OPERAS services are open access, there is a possible extra step that wasn’t
covered in this document, it concerns the orderable functionality. A user can place an
order for a service via the EOSC Marketplace that will directly be provided to the OPERAS
service’s helpdesk which will be responsible to handle the user’s request.
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IV. Conclusion and future of the EOSC-Hub SDT
Within the newly started EOSC-Enhance project10, the EOSC-Hub SDT 1.3.0 will
disappear and will be replaced by a new template that will be used to describe resources
(including services) to be onboarded in the EOSC Marketplace - this will be based on
provider profiles (currently the service provider part of the template) and resource profiles
(currently the service description and management of the template). Therefore, this
document will be revised for the future use of this new template once it is published and
becomes in use. The new template that will be used will allow service owners, as well as
the Onboarding team, to provide more automation with their service description. It will not
be a document template as such, but a fully available web service, that will also include
APIs in the future for addition and edition of services.
It is so far unclear when it will become in use, but it might be as soon as summer 2020. It
was planned for June 2020, but might be pushed back, no exact date was given at the
time of delivering this document. However, the information retrieval for each service
provider will always be needed in order to onboard their service to the EOSC Marketplace,
therefore, even if this document will be reviewed and corrected, the main information
needed to onboard a service will stay the same and will be used in the next template
iteration.

10

EOSC-Enhance: a 24-month project funded by the European Commission and tasked with progressing the
vision for the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC)
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V.

Appendix
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